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Bay. It is claimed that at present there 
is at least one million. dollars worth of 
ore in sight on the Lenora which will last 
■the company a long time at the present 
rate of shipping without further develop
ment. The visiting party was convinced 
of the truthfulness of many of these re
ports after their inspection of the mines. 
On arriving at the camp the visitors lost 
no time in presenting their credentials 
and after eating a hasty dinner at the 
Lenora dining cabin, they were taken in 
charge by Mr. Buxton, who showed 
them the greatest attention and kind
ness, even providing them with suitable 
garments for the dripping, slimy caverns 
underground. About two in the after
noon, the heads of the party disappeared 
one after another down a great timbered 
hole in the side of the mountain and did 
not again bob up serenely from the lower 
shaft of the mine until one hour later. 
The Quartette in the meantime had in
spected eighteen corridors or stopes of 
the mine. Superintendent Buxton was 
very reluctant in expressing his opinion 
of the richness of the ore inspected, and 
the future possibility of the mine, but 
iyvertheless more than patient in ans
wering the numerous questions fired at 
him by the enthusiastic and greatly in
terested visitors in his charge. While 
every statement made by Mr. Buxton 
was demonstrated to be true to the sat
isfaction of those present. He advanced 
no theories and would make no com
ments beyond what was necessary in 
showing the party through the workings 
of the mine. In spite of this the visit
ors were profoundly impressed with what 
they saw, and although many reports 
have been published as to the richness 
of the mines, actually seeing the ore 
themselves was a revelation to them. 
It was the vastness of the ore bodies 
glittering with copper in the candle light 
which was particularly expressive. 
That the Lenora is rich is an accepted 
fact, but no one can realize what a ver
itable Alladin’s cave the Lenora is until 
they have visited the mine and passed 
along the corridors with ore rich in cop
per to the right of them; to the left of 
them; above their heads and beneath 
their feet. It was with ever increasing 
enthusiasm that the visitors climbed 
down sixteen flights of ladders and at 
each stope examined the rich copper ore 
knocked off with Mr. Buxton’s hammer 
every yard or so of their progress. Ore, 
ore, everywhere and ever richer as they 
advanced towards the lower workings, 
until the visitors became dissatisfied with 
ordinary specimens, running $25 to the 
ton, and urged the superintendent to take 
them to the part of the mine where the 
exceedingly rich strike had been recently 
made. Mr. Buxton, however, was reti
cent regarding this strike and it was on
ly after repeated requests that the visit-
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The almost unparalleled success of the 
l ..n0ra mine, the exposure of the big 
bodies of ore on the Tyhee claim directly 
.■hove the Lenora and the extensive de
velopment work on both these claims has 
made Mt. Sicker a household word in 
Victoria; has converted an apparently 

mountain into an active mining 
and has attracted widespread a* 

the Pacific Coast, 
the development of the 

recently purchased for $336,- 
luvT Dy w. A. Dier, of Vic
toria from P. J. Pearson, claims which 
practically join the Lenora, and contain 
the same ledge; and with the opening up 
of the properties owned by the B. C. and 
Mt. Sicker Development Company, and 
the Vancouver and Mt. Sicker Syndicate, 
it is not unreasonable to believe the pro
phesy made by many mining men, that 
Mi. Sicker will be the prize camp of Brit
ish Columbia iu less than 12 months 
time. There are indeed many who claim 
that the Lenora will be a second Corn- 
stock, and that Mt. Sicker holds now as 
important a place in the mining world 
Rossland, and will soon be far in the lead 
of Kootenay’ copper camp.

News of the recent rich strikes on the 
Lenora and Tyhee have attracted many 
visitors to the camp of late, but the great 
number of people who would like to go 
through the workings of the mine would 
seriously interfere with the mining oper
ations if their wishes were acceded to, 
so that it has been found necessary to 
exclude all visitors from the workings 
unless they are in possession of properly 
signed passes. . ,

Last week a party consisting of 
Almore Dier, son of A. W. Dier, Victor
ia- E. B. Smith, a capitalist of Syracuse, 
New York; A. Allayne Jones, of Vancou
ver- and a Colonist correspondent were 
fortunate enough to secure the necessary 
permission to inspect the Tyhee and De

mines. The trip was taken in fine
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Bex v. Macdonell, which has occupied 
the attention of the public for the past 
ten days, came to an end last night with 
the dismissal of the case by Messrs. 
Pearson and MoMicking, J. P.’s, who 
had listened to the conflicting evidence 
for many weary hours with a patience 
and forbearance seldom equalled on the 
magisterial bench.

Proceedings were resumed at 8 p.m„ 
when Mr. Duff put in as evidence an 
order of the Full court in the Patterson 
case, dated October 29, 1897, also copy 
of Cox’s evidence in the Lang case.

In summing up the evidence for the 
defence Mr. Duff argued that the pro
secution had utterly failed to substanti
ate the charge of fraudulently convert
ing money as alleged in the information. 
The defence acknowledged having re
ceived a receipt for $240 from Cox, but 
submitted that that document was just 
what it appeared to be on its face, a 
receipt for moneys previously paid by 
the accused to the private prosecutor. 
It was necessary to Macdonell as a 
voucher to enable him to tax his costs in 
the Lang case. Mr. Duff then gave 
items which he contended made up the 
total of the receipt, $240, explaining the 
circumstances surrounding each pay
ment minutely. He gave a lengthy ex
planation of the item of $300 charged in 
Macdonell’s bill of costs in the Lang 
ease, claiming that the $240 receipt was 
to be used as a voucher on the taxation, 
whereas the prosecution pretended the 
receipt was to enable Macdonell to re
ceive money for which he was liable to 
Cox.

Counsel proceeded to discredit Cox’s 
evidence, pointing ont contradictory 
statements in several instances, both in 
his examination in chief, and under 
cross-examination, especially with re
gard to the signing of the receipt of 
which at one place he denied all remem
brance and again described minutely 
the circumstances under which it was 
signed.

He claimed the defence was consist
ent with the facts and with the docu
ments filed. On the other hand, Cox 
had shown at every turn that he was 
not telling the truth. Cox had sworn 
that he instructed Mr. Mills to take the 
present proceedings for the purpose of 
collecting money due him from Mac
donell, and again that the action was 
brought to punish Macdonell for 
doing.

His client had received nothing on ac
count of the receipt and therefore there 
could be no fraudulent conversion. Mac
donell settled with his client for. $5,000, 
his bill of costs amounting to $13,500; 
so even if the $240, covered by. the re
ceipt, could be held as included in his 
bill of costs, he only received 5-13 of it. 
An action to set aside that agreement 
was now pending before the courts and 
if defendant was compelled to tax his 
bill of costs this very item of $240 
might be disallowed. What would 
become of the present action in that 
case ?

Mr. Duff closed his argument by com
plimenting their honors on the patient 
and courteous attention which they had 
given to the case.

Mr. Mills declaimed all personal mo
tive in. bringing and prosecuting the ac
tion, declaring it was an effort to se
cure justice for his client. He submit
ted that in addition to tne cnarge under 
investigation the evidence showed that 
the accused was guilty of another seri
ous offence in concealing the amount of 
interest due in the Patterson ’case. Fur
ther, that the evidence disclosed anoth
er criminal offence in Macdonell’s pro
curing an. assignment of interest in the 
Lang case by false pretences.

He dwelt at some length on the Con
tradictory nature of Macdonell’s evi
dence with "reference to the Dolan in
cident. He then went into an exhaus
tive criticism of Macdonell’s conduct of 
the Point Ellice bridge cases, charging 
him with champerty and conduct gen
erally unworthy of an honorable law
yer. .
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LENORA^ DUMP.
was if the Lenora had the ledge below said he saw the men working in the 
there must be a commencement some- I mine passing round the half of a big 
where above. The claim was staked and lump of ore they had split in the middle, 
subsequently sold to the Tyhee Copper He said: “What have you got there, 
Company of London, England. Two boys?*’ The chunk was passed to him 
shafts were sunk, the first did not hit and the sight of it fairly took his breath 
the vein, the second did. Down this nar- away, it was grey copper ore splattered 
row dark hole the visitors were swirled with siivanite, and in the centre was a 
in a bucket and chain operated by an en- yellow knob of something sticking 
®1IorL\0ne a^,a time went down and it was of the quartz, about the size and shape 
a 200-foot drop, that was one mode of of an acorn. He could not believe it 
travelling that the visitors did not get gold but he took out his knife and it cut 
used to, they much preferred going down like putty, sure enough it was pure gold, 
the shaft by ladders, as in the Lenora, and he didn’t know how far it went into 
however, they trusted themselves to the the quartz. The specimen was shipped 
kind offices of Mr. Musgrave, the super- as it was to England, and was not as- 
intendent in charge, and he brought sayed. Another specimen, however, 
them through the ordeal without a hitch which was assayed went $630 in gold 
After very considerable explaining that contained 696 ounces of silver and 14 
when the chain slipped on the cog and per cent, copper. Mr. Mosgrave is go- 
the bucket dropped a little they must not ing right on developing this vein, blast- 
thiiik they were going to the bottom with ing the. ore out in sacks to save every 
a bang. The working of the Tyhee precious ounce that falls from the walls.

The party desiring to catch the train 
hurried up through the slit in the earth 
to the outside world again after a 20- 
minutes inspection of the Tyhee and 
were soon again dangling on the ore car 
on a flying trip down the mountain to 
Westholme, and thus by the E. & N. to 
Victoria. The account of the trip to Mt. 
Sicker would not be complete without 
mentioning the numerous other miiies 
that are being developed by powerful 
companies. The Amoka also acquired by 

\ Mr. Dier from Mr. Pearson has
cellent showing, containing the same 
sort of mineral as the Lenora 
and Thyee, and two and a half 
miles distant in a westerly di
rection. The property contains three 
ledges on which some 50 to 100 feet of 
work has been done. The Star and the 
May also acquired by Mr. Dier from Mr. 
Pearson lies about three quarters of a. 
mile up Amoka creek. These properties 
have been opened far enough to expose 
a large ore body, which the owner is 
satisfied is a continuous true fissure vein. 
The Queen Bee, the Nome, the Georgia 
Fraction, the York on Mt. Sicker, and 
the Lord Roberts on Richard mountain, 
fire owned by the Vancouver and Mount 
Sicker Syndicate. The Qneen Bee con
tains the same ore formation as the Le
nora. There are 150 feet of crosscuts 
and driftings and two shafts of 82 fe&t 
and 50 feet. They have ore 22 feet wide 
the same as the Seattle whose vein un
doubtedly rims in through the Queen 
Bee. The Georgia Fraction, York and 
Nome have splendid surface showings. 
The Lord Roberts is in the same belt, 
two miles from Mable Bay, east of Le
nora. The company have a 22 horsepow
er boiler installed with a steam drill and 
hoist. The shaft is 55 feet deep with 50 
feet of crosscutting. They expect to 
uncover a valuable ore body at 150 feet. 
Ore has been taken out of the shaft run
ning $30. They are now going through 
the capping 200 feet wide and the ore 
shoots up on both sides. Work is being 
pushed as fast as possible.

The Bell, Little Nugget, Seattle and 
Dunsmulr are owned by the British Col
umbia and Mount Sicker Development 
Company. Valuable ore has,been struck 
on the Bell and Seattle, and good results 
have followed the assessment work on 
the others. Ore has been struck on the 
Daisy, the furthest away claim on 
Mount Richgrds, and owned by Mr. 
Graft, so that mineral has been got along 
the entire belt on three mountains; 
across Mount Brenton, over Mount Sic
ker and Mount Richards to within six 
miles of salt water at Point Roberts.

No statistics have been given to speak 
of in -this rambling account of a trip to 
Mount Sicker. It is simply the impres
sions recorded of a party of four who 
went to Mount Sicker to judgl for them
selves according to their own lights what 
credence they could place in the sensa
tional stories published of the great rich 
mineral ore bodies of that camp; and 
they came back with the belief that the

the same ledges as the Lenora. He went 
to elaborate pains to show that the 
bleached-out, brown capping was identi
cal with that found on the mountain top 
running through the Tyhee and the Le
nora, and that the different grades of ore 
uncovered were the same ore as the Le
nora ore. Specimens from all claims 

compared ill detail and certainly 
demonstrated the truth of ’Mr. Pearson’s 
claims. To all intents and purposes the 
Victoria claim and the Copper Canyon 
claim below it were mines as well as 
the Lenora, from the Victoria the parties 
slid or walked down the Copper Canyon 
claim 950 feet further to the Chemain- 
us river. Here the river had cut the ore 
body in two. Tunnels had been driven 
in on both sides of the stream disclosing 
a fine body of ore, while the capping and 
the ore itself was again found to be the 
Lenora and Tyhee ore and capping. In 
the words of Mr. Pearson, “The discov- _
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In a galvanised iron shed at 
200 arithmeticians 
addition sum.

Forty thousand assistants In every corner 
of the country, are writing ont the lines to 
be added op, and the result of the sum will 
tell us how many people there are in Eng
land and Wales. 6

It Is popularly supposed that the regis
trar-general’s stall deals direct with
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census paper collected, dhd make their ab
stracts from the original schedules, 
is not so. It is the business of every 
merator to copy all his. schedules into a 
book. It is the business of the registrar 
toisee that the copies are faithfully made.

It Is the business of the superintendent 
registrar to see that the registrar has seen 
that the schedules are properly copied and 
to add np the total of heads for his dis
trict. And it Is the business of the Mill- 
bank staff to add up these totals Into 
grand total, and to proclaim it to the 
world.

These figures are given at the earliest 
possible moment. Ten years ago the per- 
llmlnary report was out In three months. 
It will probably be out In two months this 
year. Everything that could be done be
forehand is ready. All the materials for 
comparison are In their pigeon-holes. The 
big sum will be done with neatness and 
despatch.

By Whitsuntide, or soon afterwards, 
every city and hamlet will be pltqning It
self on Its growth, or trying to find rea
sons for its decline.

The mathematicians at Mlllbank are very 
modest about this stupendous addition sum 
of theirs. Anybody could do It. 
fine work comes later, wheh they make up 
the abstract tables. There are forty-four 
sets of these, designed to show what man
ner of people we are, and how many go to 
each section.

Among interesting lessons to be drawn 
from these papers are the distribution of 
population, the migration of people from 
the country to the cities, the overcrowding 
la big towns, the nature and variety of 
occupations, and the soundness of the na
tion as shown by the proportion of people 
who are Infirm In mind or in faculties.

Another Interesting thing Is the popula
tion of the ecclesiastical parishes. This 
table shows some curious differences. One 
vicar has about twenty-four souls In his 
care, another as many hundreds. Every 
Incumbent In the country to written to on 
the point to see whether the enumerator’s 
figures agree with his own view.

The abstracts are made simultaneously 
f»r each county. There to a carefully ar
ranged division of labor. An enumerator’s 
book passes from the birthplace man to 
the occupation man, from him to the In
firmity gentletnan. and so on. The special
ist who deals with the deafs and dumbs 
and blinds keeps his own column, and does 
not care whether his subject to a duke or a 
dustman.

The original papers are kept for about 
twelve years. Their secrets are carefully 
preserved. Hundreds of applicants were 
made after the last census for permission 
to Inspect part of the papers on some pre
text or other. They were all refused.

A new method of publication will be 
adopted. The report will be Issued In 
county parts, and each part will be com
plete and final so far as that county Is 
concerned. "London will come ont first.

It took three years to complete the re
ports after the last census. In all prob
ability that record will be well beaten.
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CHEMAINUS RIVER AT COPPER CANYON.
dry weather and two days were spent at 
the camp. •

On reaching Westholme on the E. & 
X. railway, the party were met by Mr. 
"• J -Pearson, the original locator of a 
Croat many claims on Mt. Sicker. Mr. 
Pearson at once constituted himself 
the guide, philosopher and friend of the 
party, and was most kind and painstak
ing in this capacity. By good luck the 
visitors reached the terminus of the Le
nora mine railway just as the Lenora ore 
train was about to start on its six-mile 
climb up Mt. Sicker behind an ore car, 
which had immediately before been emp
tied of its 15 tons of copper destined for 
the Tacoma smelter. The party were in
structed by the conductor in charge of 
the ore train to “hang on anywhere” and 
with a warning screech the sturdy little 
engine pushed, puffed and fumed up the 
the big hill to an elevation of over one 
thousand four hundred feet from the 
starting point. The ride was somewhat 
thrilling to those unaccustomed to this 
mode of travelling as the straining ore 
train almost continuously skirted the 
edge of the mighty canyon dividing Mt. 
bicker from Mt. Brenton. Sometimes 
the car was at such an angle that a 
chunk of ore placed on the flat sides 
would roll off. and the tenderfoot pas
sengers were compelled to sit on the 
edge of this oscillating vehicle with their 
feet dangling over the precipice,, if they 
looked below, while rounding a sharp 
enrve. the great tali .firs, skirting the 
1 hemaimis river, far down looked like 
animated tooth-picks moving in the 
mazes of some strange dance, while the 
ruer, from that immense height* resem- 
'n fuh'er thread intersecting the 
'"irtams. If the passengers looked 

a Imre to the lofty snow-capped Bren- 
11 lulls, their close proximity and im- 
enso height also caused an nncomfort- 

" le sensation almost approaching gidfli- 
'"'ip- Tt was out of the question to shut 

eves so they just stared at the 
’ailing immensity of nature at close 

Hnirp until thpy became accustomed to 
a. nnd when' half of the distance was 

became sufficiently calloused to 
. Ti'tch their arms and legs by climbing 

,;IR out of the car and lowering them- 
j ves on the narrow brakesman’s plat
ane, The thought occurred to every 

"i that party—if the brakes bad given wav

ors were shown the spot, bnt no thorough 
examination was made. The party first 
entered the shaft in the upper workings 
where the ore was from six to eight feet 
wide, but as ladder after ladder was 
descended the dark, heavy dripping cor
ridors widened out more and more until 
several of the lower stopes measured 
over forty feet in width. The formation 
of the ore body as far as it had been 
developed is in the shape of an inverted 
wedge, which would appear to hear ont 
the theory that the formation of the ore 
deposit widens out somewhat in the 
shape of an egg; runs into stringers and 
again widens ont into a big mass of ore. 
Each corridor visited was from 150 to 
175 feet long and 6 feet 10 inches high, 
with substantial floorings an<^ ceilings 
of solid ore between. Mr. Buxton, would 
express no opinion as to the amount of 
ore in sight, bnt the above description at 
least gives some idea of the enormous 
quantity of ore now being sloped. Mr. 
Buxton being urged to tell something of 
the rich strike after the visit had been 
paid to the mine acknowledged that he 
had hit upon very highly mineralized ore 
about fifty feet from the surface iu the 
lower tunnel, some time ago.

They had explored the vein but after 
proving it to be three feet in width had 
done no further work upon it. except 
proving it at three different levels. Now, 
however, that an extremely rich strike 
had been made on the Tyhee above them 
also three feet wide, containing grey 
copper and siivanite the same as the- Le
nora, and free gold one piece showing 
free gold 1-16 x 1-4 x 5-8 inches of native 
gold, the rich vein would be thoroughly 
explored, as it was a continuous vein, 
running through the Tyhee and the Le
nora. Mr. Buxton gave the visitors 
small specimens of this rich ore on the 
understanding that they were to be 
simply kept as pocket specimens and not 
assayed. On the superintendent being 
asked ns to how rich the ore ran he 
stated that it would average several 
hundred dollars, but specimens of course 
would run up into the thousands.

There are at present sixty miners en
gaged on the Lenora besides some forty 
ore sorters, as only the rich ore »s ship
ped. According to Mr. Buxton the ore" 
practically thrown away on the dump by 
the sorters will average from $12 to $14 
a ton, and there are 16,000 tons of it. 
This of course will be all treated by 
the Lenora company in the future.

A RECENT PURCpAStE.
Almost immediately on coming from 

the Lenora mine, a start was made down 
the mountain for the purpose of examin
ing the claims recently acquired by Mr. 
Dier nnd which are undoubtedly on the 
same ledge as the Tyhee nnd the Lenora 
mines. Between the Lenora and the first 
of the Dier properties is the Key City 
claim, owned by Captain Watson of Cal
ifornia. Captain Watson is on the ground 
and has done a large amount of work on 
his claim and expects any day to strike 
the Lenora ledge. Captain Watson 
shares the space between the Lenora and 
the Victoria with a small fraction of a 
claim known as the Alida. On the Vic
toria, Mr. Pearson, who was guiding the 
party, demonstrated bèyond the shadow 
of a doubt by several open cuts and out
cropping* that this property, that he 
himself located six years ago, contained

ery of that Lenora ledge hy Harry Smith mines proved to be very interesting, but 
made Mt. Sicker. I was induced to the explorations of the uplifts was rather 
took below at that time six years ago and nervous work for a green, hand, but it 
I found the ledge down here and it runs was in these uplifts that the great body 
clean through the Victoria and Copper of ore was discovered. There are three 
Canyon claims 8,000 feet without a of them; one 175 feet; one 150 feet, and 
break, and so on across the stream, and a third about 50 feet, these uplifts had to 
up Mt. Brentou to Mr. Bier’s other be reached up a narrow perpendicular 
claim, the Susan, also located by my- ladder and the party had to go up one at 
self.” a time. Once wedged into that black

After crossing the river the visitors pocket, one had to wait a hit on a narrow 
were shown many outcroppings which board to get over that dismal lonely feel- 
went to prove Mr. Pearson’s assertion, ing before intelligently examining the 
Not only Mr. Pearson’s assertion but the ore with a lighted candle, but there was 
opinions given from time to time by the ore sure enough, rich and in immense 
foremost mining engineers of British quantities The veip has been proved 
Columbia. On the Susan claim, the de- 8 feet with neither wall reached, and 
velopment work thus far points to the Mr. Musgrave very justly claims that 
same ' conclusion that the Lenora ledge he has reason to believe that by these 
runs thus far across two mountains and uplifts they have proved that they have 
iu the words of Mr. Pearson “goodness ore 170 feet in depth and some 300 feet 
knows how much farther.” For follow- in length, to the upper working of the 
ing this lead claims have been staked far Lenora mines, where it is continued as

ItOBLEM.

having Operation- 
night Shall be Mr. Mills admitted that Cox had 

shown some confusion in the witness 
box, but attributed it to the harassing 
cross-examination to which he had been 
submitted. He then reviewed Cox’s 
evidence, submitting that it was consist
ent, in essential particulars, with the 
admission of the accused on cross-exam
ination. He argued that the payments 
which the defence pretended were cov
ered by the receipt, were not payments 
on account of the Lang case, but that 
the receipt was what it purported to be, 
a receipt given in advance of payment 
to enable Macdonell to collect it as part 
of his bill of costs and pay it over to 
Cox. If Macdonell’s statement regard
ing the receipt was true, why did he 
give Cox the slip with the memo, 
“from July to November at $60 a month, 
$240”? It was absurd to say that a 
voucher for $240 would be accepted in 
support of an item of $300 in a bill of 
costs. He commented severely on de
fendant’s defective memory on import
ant points. He submitted that Cox re
ceived nothing froqi Macdonell on ac
count of the Lang case, and the memo 
on the slip torn from the foot of the re
ceipt was proof of the fact.

He reminded the court that they were 
not judges of the facts, but should leave 
the decision of the case to a jury by 
committing accused for trial.

The magistrates, after a brief confer
ence, dismissed the case and discharged 
Mr. Macdonell from further attendance.

Mr. Macdonell asked permission to 
address the court. He said:
' "It is not usual to address the court 
in any terms, of either approval or dis
approval, but in this case I may be per
mitted to do so, considering the vague 
rumors and reference to the evidence of 
Cox in the bridge actions being cir
culated in this city.

“The evidence now given by Cox 
shows that he committed perjury on the 
trial of the Lang case, and the people 
of Victoria will have the dissatisfaction 
of knowing that I had in no way any
thing to do with his giving his evidence 
in the bridge case other than asking 
him to tell the truth.

“In reference to these proceedings. I 
can sincerely sympathize with Your 
Honors for the patient hearing you have 
given this trial. Had .1 submitted to be 
blackmailed by Mills These proceedings 
would not have taken place, but no one 
now is more pleased than myself that 
such ' proceedings were taken.”

Mr. Macdonell was warmly congratu
lated on the result by his mar^ friends 
in court.
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I Sunday shaving, 
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low far the work 
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"Did you say that young man In the 

parlor tried to kiss you, dear?” said the 
young stemnother.

“Yes. he did,” replied the daughter.
“And did you tell him you would call 

me?”
“No; I didn’t; do you think no one In 

house wants to be kissed bnt you?”—Yonk-
the

ers Statesman.

Therefore, if 
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T nna is exceptionally uniform in 
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""memo, stopes.
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1 0 me' the Lenora company has 
SP(J « terminus, including several 
an,t intend to lay out a town site: 
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TYEE PLANT.
TO SUPPRESS BOXERS.

Germans Offer to Put Down Rising 
With Allies Co-operation.

London, May 10.—Dr. Morrison, wir
ing to the Times from Pekin, May U. 
says: “The German staff have notified 
the allies of their intention to send 
another expedition to suppress the Box
ers in the southern part of the province 
of Chihli, beyond Chin g Ching. and have 
invited the co-operation of the allies. 
The departure of French troops has 
been countermanded.”

up the side of Mt. Brenton and on to the the Lenora ledge. Mr. Musgrave states 
other slope. At the river side the party that smelter tests have proved that the 
camped for the night and were royally Tyhee ledge is of the same richness as 
entertained by good substantial refresh- ia shown in the Lenora. The Tyhee 
mente and camp fire anecdotes, and thp company have decided to block out ore 
thrilling personal experiences of miners for the next two years before they com- 

00 1- It. ,r Properties, actual menee to treat it evtensiveiy by their 
Mppenings in their perilous callings, own matting plant. Mr. Musgrave was 
Next morning the mountain was climbed enthusiastic over the rich strike of grev 
again to the yety top and the now fam- copper ore found iu the Tyhee. It took 
on» TVheemine was visited. The Tyhee some time in showing the visitors the ex- 
was located about six years ago by a tremely rich deposit and explaining how 
prospector with a theory. Ills theory it had been discovered. Mr. Musgrave

half or the quarter had not been told and Smlth.-“Nutter appears to be a devoted 
the conviction" that whatever might be husband. He declares that his wife Is all 
written would convey to the public a the world to him." 
very imperfect idea of what was really Robinson 
being done in the way of development 
work; of the great richness of the miner
al deposits, and the enormous un
measurable possibilities of the Mount 
Sicker mining camp.

. But doesn’t he mean that through her he comes to know all that Is 
gotne on in the world ? She’s a notable 
gose.p, yon know.’’—Boston Transcript.

-o-
Mistress (to cnok)-“Now, Bridget. I'm 

going to give a party. I sincerely hope you 
will make yourself generally useful."

Bridget (much flattered)—“Shure,. mum, 
Oi 11 do me best: but (confldently) Orm. so 
sortv Oi ^an’t dance mum. Glasgow Ev
ening Times. '
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IThree Star Msrtell can be obtained 
from all dealers.to. m»
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